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Technology is the answer.
But what was the question?

Cedric Price
1966



Value of user experience
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Autonomous shuttle service / Helsinki, 2017—

80% of private car use could be 
replaced by shared autonomous 
shuttle fleets (ETH Zürich, MIT) 
whilst UBS predicts that by 2035, 
80% of people will use robotaxis in 
cities where they are available, and 
that urban car ownership will fall by 
70%.



Super-local microgrids, with 
renewable energy, battery storage 
and Blockchain.

Gen Y Incubator Project / Landcorp 2016–



Cooperative housing: 15% of Berlin 
housing stock per year (5000 units), 
~30% of Zürich housing—more 
sustainable buildings, more social 
resilience, and more affordable.

R50 Baugruppen, Berlin



New forms of fabrication unlock 
different rhythms and ownership 
structures around building.

3D Print Urban Cabin / DUS Architects, 2016



Roboat
Gemeente Amsterdam, MIT et al, 2016–

Local fabrication could be linked to 
new logistics systems, such as 
autonomous vehicles.



New forms of governance based on 
citizen-centred decision-making 
cultures.

Brickstarter / SITRA, 2011



The key issues in contemporary cities are not 
technical—but concern ownership, dynamics, 
identity, culture, social fabric, economics, 
ethics, politics…



Madeleine Albright
Former US Secretary of State
2013

We are taking 21st century challenges, 
evaluating them with 20th century 
ideas, and responding with 19th 
century tools.



Policymaking



The folly of prediction



CityLab, July 25 2017

Effect of Uber, Lyft et al on 
average speed in Manhattan

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
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Great user experience design. Terrible urban design.



OperatorIndividual ?



You have to anticipate the situation created by AVs in 
the cities in 2030 and design the rules of the game 
between now and 2020, in order to explain to the car 
builders and the service providers the rules of the 
game. We should announce, before 2020, that in 
Paris, no private owned AV will be allowed; it will be 
only mobility as a service; not mobility as ownership.
Otherwise, you have the strategy of the car 
manufacturer.

Jean-Louis Missika, Deputy Mayor of Paris, June 2017



Design principle
System scale



Today
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Now



Then



Today Near-futureNote: Initial investments need only minimal 

capital and operational expenditure.

Digital backbone

Unlocks space

Test mobility options

1

2

3

Re-green

Shared surface

Flexible active program

4

5

6

0

Value

Note: expensive elements are deployed as 

revenue can cover them (via increased value, 

of rent and business, and reduced costs, via 

better health, safer streets etc.)

Example strategy for healthy streets demonstrator



Mixed Reality Cities / Arup x Ericsson, 2017—



Mixed Reality Cities / Arup x Ericsson, 2017—



Mixed Reality Cities / Ericsson x UN HABITAT, 2017



Mixed Reality Cities / Ericsson x UN HABITAT, 2017



Mixed Reality Cities / Ericsson x UN HABITAT, 2017



Mixed Reality Cities / Ericsson x UN HABITAT, 2017



Oslo Bysykkel
2015—



Oslo Byskkel
2015—

Characterful



Oslo Bysykkel
2015—



Oslo Bysykkel
2015—



Oslo Bysykkel
2015—



Oslo Bysykkel
2015—



Oslo Bysykkel
2015—



Trondheim City Bike
2018—



Flexibility for the individual.
Efficiency for the operator.
Civic outcomes for the city.



Citizen Service City



Design principle
City scale



Urban development

Airut/Low2No /SITRA (2010–)



Timber buildings

Airut/Low2No /SITRA (2010–)



Finnish timber buildings

Helsinki City Library / ALA (2015–)



Finnish timber buildings

Helsinki City Library / ALA (2015–)



Finnish timber buildings

Riihikartano apartment building / Office for Peripheral Architecture Oy (2017–)



Finnish forestry industry

Low2No, SITRA Energy programme (2007-2017)



Energy programme used urban development to 
produce new forestry industry.

Or, timber enables new forms of built environment, 
with new patterns of low carbon living.

Or new social models rediscover forgotten low carbon 
lifestyles, for new wooden cities.



Design approach
Societal scale



Sweden as export economy



Make the climate Greta again



Extinction Rebellion / London, April 2019



The Uninhabitable Earth, David Wallace-Wells (2019(



Extinction Rebellion / London, April 2019



Extinction Rebellion / London, April 2019



Extinction Rebellion / London, April 2019



The ’Moonshot’ is a classic example of a 

mission motivating widespread, cross-

sector innovation towards a stated goal. 

Today’s challenges are more complex, 

however.

Missions are bold, inspirational, with wide 
societal relevance. They indicate a clear 
direction, ideally targeted and measurable. 
They should have ambitious but realistic
research and innovation actions. They are 
delivered through multiple top-down and 
bottom-up solutions, and rely on cross-
disciplinary, cross-sectoral and cross-actor 
relationships and activities.



The technique is being used in the UK to 
drive their industrial strategy. The 
European Commission is framing a major 
part of Horizon Europe around missions-
oriented innovation. It is beginning to be 
used to drive innovation policy in other 
countries, from Canada to the Netherlands, 
and relates to the proposed Green New 
Deal in the USA.

Horizon Europe mission-

oriented research is intended to 

be between 10-15% of next 

framework budget. That would 

be SEK 55 billion - 75 billion 

krona over period 2021-2027.

The Scottish National 

Investment Bank has come 

directly out of the UCL IIPP 

Mission-oriented work. Initially, 

SEK 25 billion over ten years.

The UK government is 

committing an additional SEK 58 

billion over next four years, for 

mission-oriented innovation, as 

part of its Industrial Strategy 

Challenge Fund. 

Netherlands government 

announced 25 missions (SEK 20 

billion in funding, half public, 

half private) at end April 2018



The approach is drawn from powerful new 
economic theories allied to systems design
thinking and practice, and contemporary, often 
digital, transformational organisational 
practice.



Welfare stateProsperity

Societal outcomes

Environment BusinessSociety Government

Then Now



Missions provide societal outcomes, 

delivered via enablers

Societal outcomes

Key enablers



Sweden: The Middle Way, Marquis Childs (1936)



Sweden: The Middle Way, Marquis Childs (1933)
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Missions are delivered via 

fundamental enabling conditions

health system carbon 

buildings

logistics
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Redesigning the food system—from clean, biodiverse 

and evenly distributed soil and waters, to sustainable 

production, consumption and re-use—focused on 

reducing food-related carbon, nitrogen and 

phosphorous pollution to zero, eradicating food waste, 

whilst providing a healthy diet equitably, by creating new 

products, services, data, cultures and spaces.

02 / Example framing

Healthy sustainable food



Sustainable living environments, supported by new 

technologies and materials, co-design and participation 

cultures, holistic planning for safe green people-centred 

streets, on-site renewables and storage, at-hand shared 

mobility, productive spaces, digital services, and shared 

infrastructures.

04 / Example framing

Retrofitting for resilient 
21stC neighborhoods



Carbon positive construction and retrofit via circular and 

bio-based building materials, data-driven and sensor-

enabled fabrication, logistics and performance-based 

operations, co-designed mixed-use spaces including 

cooperative and shared ownership models, and shared 

neighbourhood infrastructures, services and spaces.

08 / Example framing

Healthy buildings



Distributed and shared, safe and active mobility 

services, enabling active mobility, autonomous services, 

super-local public transport and end-to-end logistics, 

supported by data-driven planning and operations 

enabling zero carbon, zero-accident, pollution- and 

congestion-free, biodiverse environments and places. 

09 / Example framing

Healthy sustainable mobility
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Architecture of the problem
Car ownership

Health service



Architecture of the problem
Obesity



Architecture of the problem
Food



Complexity is not a condition to be tamed but a 
lesson to be learned.

James Bridle



Hellasgården is also a complex system





Everyday complexity

Moriyama House / Ryue Nishizawa, 2005
House NA / Sou Fujimoto, 2009



Perhaps there is no differentiation between a 
house and the city, only the depth.

Sou Fujimoto



The failure—or at least the postponement—of the 
grand is also the survival of the ordinary and the 
everyday; the survival of citizens over cities; of 
infrastructures of everyday dignity over big, signature, 
spectacular projects; of incremental change over 
instantaneous transformation; of the bazaar over the 
mall, the shared auto over the expressway, survival 
over smartness.

Gautam Bhan, India Times, 2017



Sweden: The Middle Way, Marquis Childs (1933)



Design infrastructures of everyday 
dignity, of everyday complexity.
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